In this paper we discuss a number of issues concerning the design of optimal decimators, and interpolators and their application to narrow band filtering. We show that a design which is optimized for minimum storage is essentially optimum in terms of its number of required multiplications and additions as well. We then discuss a practical scheme for efficiently implementing decimators and interpolators.
INTRODUCTION
In the area of digital signal processing, there often arises the need for efficiently converting between different sampling rates.
The process of decimating or lowering Abe sampling rate of a signal x(n) by an integer ratio B is depicted in Fig. 1 . The original sampling rate is denoted as r and the final sampling rate is fr/MS To avoid aliasing at the lower sampling rate, fr/B, it is necessary to first filter the original signal x(n) with a lowpass filter whose cutoff frequency is equal to fr/(2M) giving the signal w(n). The sampling rate reduction is then achieved by forming a new sequence y(n) by extracting every Mth sample of w(n).
The process of interpolating a signal x(n) by an integer ratio L is similarly depicted in The basic multistage process for sampling rate reduction with K stages is illustrated in Fig. 3a and a frequency domain interpretation of this process is given in Fig. 3b . achieved by this process is D = r0/frK.
From the sampling theorem, we recognise that the highest frequency in y(n) is f5 < band FIR lowpass filter than the standard direct form implementation at the high sampling rate.
The savings is cm the order of 5735 (see Fig. 5 ). 
where e demotes modulo, [] correspomds to the integer part of the number in the brack- It is seem that for a sufficiemtly marrow bandwidth, decreases on the order of 2 to 1 cam be obtained. 
